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you see socrates

he says…now i know that i know nothing at all

he has defined the ultimate truth to be such an unknowable mystery…

such an unknowable mystery that there is no need to know

your knowing is so deep…so profound

only in an innocent state can that profound experience be revealed

it is so multidimensional

mind can only rest on certain things

it cannot rest on a million directions at once

truth is taking care of this whole existence in millions of life forms

no words can even come close…no knowledge…

nothing known can defines the ultimate reality of this buzz of existence

whenever i remember the space…innocence..i think of children

they are my passion…

not that i want to have children…no thank you

always go back to the innocence of the child

question    i am a newcomer here…i get disappointed when i hear that our evolution 

of our higher consciousness does not go in the same direction as our 

body…is it possible to make them go in the same direction ?

you are asking for the impossible !

you are fortunate…

you are fortunate that you have a body of this calibre

that existence has brought you to this physical reality

that itself is a miracle…one of the greatest miracles ever

so be grateful to its achievements…to its presence

we have to learn to be thankful for whatever we have received

do not deny the body 

it is beautiful that it has certain limitations

otherwise today you will start flying

it has limitations…it has to walk

question     you told that children are already enlightened beings

so how to help the children to remain in this 

enlightened state ?

my god…when i speak about children i speak for one hour

i am passionate about children !

i fight for children…

i fight for the innocence of these new beings 

who are coming to this earth

i am not going to speak today

another time…okay my friend ?

it is something i am very passionate about

i am very passionate about innocence

to me innocence is the greatest treasure

forget all kind of stupid achievements…

enlightenment…or whatever you want to call it…

innocence is by far the greatest treasure on this earth

not knowing…that innocent state…

just a waiting heart…

that is truth itself

the baby may not know how to say a single word

it may be just mumbling jumbling

this is the sound of truth !

those sounds coming out of the babies mouth

they are the ultimate sound of truth

they are so primitively rooted in the very being of the child

just listen to the sound of a child

whether it is crying or laughing or giggling

it is so authentic !

it is a sound of existence

that is why i say innocence is by far the greatest treasure
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